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Pneumatic System
• CO2 delivered to system via standard paintball CO2 tank
 Enables team to bring multiple tanks that can be charged at various locations
 Tanks are readily available from many sources
 Eliminates weight of compressor or larger style cylinders
 Contains enough CO2 to have a large factor of safety in number of shifts available
 Designed to take abuse. Safer than thinner-walled alternatives

Pistons, Valves, and Connections

Electrical Systems
• Arduino Mega microcontroller as the brain
 Computer controlled shifts decrease the amount of time taken for a shift, gives more accurate control of
shift timings, and simplifies the shift process for the driver
 9 different inputs and sensors: shift paddles, mode selectors, pedal sensors, shift sensors, & engine
speed
 Controls 4 transistors: shift up piston, shift down piston, clutch, and ignition grounding
 Contains subroutines for shifting, launch control, “neutral” mode, and graphical display
 Graphical display shows current engaged gear, auto-shift mode status, and prompts for launch control

Supplemental Equipment
• Clamp on mounts for pistons
 Allows for piston to be adjusted closer or farther away from clutch and shift levers
 Made out of Aluminum
− Lightweight but still durable
− Will be resistant to chemicals, dirt and other elements it will face on the track
− It is soft, which will allow it to deform to imperfections of the frame when clamped
− Stiff enough that it will not effect the responsiveness of the piston
 Attached to the frame using four high-strength bolts

System Testing Board

• Regulator and Connections
 Oversized regulator to provide safety, strength, and reliability
 Regulating 3000 psi tanks to 125 psi working pressure would require multiple stages otherwise
 Regulator selected uses gas cylinder industry standard sizing for easy replacement
 Hosing used provides ample flow rates
 NPT fittings provide leak-free connections without the use of plumbers tape or other products
• Solenoid Valves
 Selected for flow rate, response time, reliability, and value
 Shift times calculated to be beneath 50ms
 Uses 3 identical valves for ease of maintenance for future team members

Part of the prototype circuit showing the display screen

• Shifting
 An input from the paddle flags the system for the shift subroutine
 The subroutine pre-loads the shift lever with the shift piston
 The system then grounds the ignition to unload the engine or starts slipping the clutch for up-shifts and
down-shifts, respectively
 If the sensor detects a completed shift, the subroutine exits
 If the system does not detect a completed shift, the subroutine releases the piston, pauses, and loops for
another attempt
 After three failed attempts, the subroutine exits and does not indicate a gear change

Shifting Lever Piston Mount

Clutch Lever Piston Mount
• Paddle shifters
 These are used by the driver to control the shifting system
 Mounted to plate on the back of the steering wheel
− This allows for the driver to shift gears while making turns
− Also keeps them close enough that driver can rest hands on them while driving
 A mount needed to be designed to hold a switch that the paddles would hit when engaged
− Was 3D Printed out of ABS Plastic because it is durable enough to withstand shifting forces
− Slots were made into mount to allow switch to be mounted at optimal height
− Designed so that bolt could run through mount and paddle shifter and attach to plate
 Switch attached to mount is what sends the signals to Arduino that control the shifting system

Full System Testing
• Pistons
 Clutch piston: 1.5in bore, 1in stroke, single acting, spring return
- Normally disengages clutch, must be under pressure to engage
- This acts as a safety feature in case of a pneumatic failure: no air, no power to wheels
 Shift piston: 1.5in bore, 2in stroke, double acting
- Double acting provides force to up and down-shift actions using one cylinder
 Each cylinder capable of exerting over 220 lbs. of force
 This is much greater than the resistance of the clutch and transmission to provide fast shifting
 Such force required that the strokes not be able to exceed the throw lengths of the transmission
• Safety
 All components rated for a minimum of 1.5x of the pressure they will experience
 All pressurized components placed on the opposite side of the seat from the driver in case of failure

Soldered circuit board

Partially assembled components

• Safety
 The clutch piston is designed such that the clutch with disengage in the case of pressure loss
 The driver has no mechanical control over the clutch or shift lever, so there will never be conflict
 The microcontroller has no control over the brake and is only capable of cutting throttle
 There are various lockouts and confirmation requests built in so that bumping buttons or levers will not
cause unexpected or unsafe behavior
Paddle Shifters (Black Pieces) & Switch Mount (White Pieces)

